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Hardwords and their meanings:- 

WORD MEANINGS 

Akin Similar to something 

Cathedrals A very large , usually stone , buildings for Christian 
worship 

Thrust To push suddenly and strongly . 

Grasp To quickly take something in your hand and hold it 
firmly. 

Wade To walk through water or other liquid with some effort . 

Ferry A boat or ship for taking passengers. 

Shallow Not deep , having only a short distance from the top to 
bottom . 

Arches A structure , consisting of a curved top on two supports 
, that holds the weight of something above it  

Quaint – Attractive because of being unusual . 

Taverns A place where a alcoholic drinks are sold and drunk . 

Collapse To fall down suddenly because of pressure or having no 

strength or support . 

Curious Strange or unusual / interested in learning about 
people or things around you . 

Lofty  high 

Disaster An event that results in great harm , damage or death 

or serious difficulty . 

Regiments A large group of soldiers or any large number of things 
or people 

Violently In a forceful way that causes people hurt or strongly or 

extremely . 

Drown To die by being unable to breathe underwater . 

Ford A place in river where you can walk or drive because 

water is not deep . 

Dreadful Causing fear , shock or suffering . 

Fierce Angry , aggressive and frightening . 

Gale A very strong wind . 

 

 



 

WORD SYNONYMS  

Gasps  grip , clasp , clutch , clench 

Shallow  Surface, flat, sand bar. 

 
Collapse  

 

 Slump, cave in. 

Lofty  towering, high rise . 

 
Violently   vigorously , strongly . 

 
Dreadful  awful , appalling . 

 
Fierce   ferocious , furious . 

 
Thrust  upshot , impetus , jump , boost . 

 

Quaint  

 

unusual , weird , queer . 

 

WORD OPPOSITES 
 

Quaint  Modern 

 
Curious  

 

 Indifferent 

Lofty  

 

 Short / tiny 

Violently  

 

Mildly / gently 

 

Wild   Moderate / controlled 

 

Dreadful   Delightful / pleasant 

 

Comfort  Discomfort / hardship 

 
Ease  Struggle / exertion 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   QUESTIONS                                  ANSWERS 

Which all inventions are akin to eyes? 

 

Spectacles and Microscopes are akin to’ eyes ‘as they 

enable a man to see more clearly. 

The other two, as mentioned in the chapter, are the 

telescopes and television which enable us to see at great 

distances. 

What are the bridges akin to? 

 

The bridges that span wide valleys and great rivers, are 

like long arms reaching out to some other point or 

shore. 

Describe how the bridges came to be built longer and 
stronger? 

The various ways, according to an old song to cross a 

river, are swimming, wading through or ferrying across 

in a roughly made boat. There is yet another way 

mentioned that is by making a ford or laying flat stones 

together in shallow water. 

What are the ways, according to an old song to cross a 

river? 

 

The various ways, according to an old song to cross a 

river, are swimming, wading through or ferrying across 

in a roughly made boat. There is yet another way 

mentioned that is by making a ford or laying flat stones 

together in shallow water. 

What was the earliest idea of building a bridge? 

 

The earliest idea of making a bridge is by felling a tall 

straight tree close to the stream’s edge and allowing it 

to fall across to the opposite bank. This is still in practice 

in Tibet. 

Write about the greatest bridge builders of old times? 

 

Romans are considered to be the greatest bridge- 

builders of older times . In order to move their armies 

rapidly from place to place, the built bridges of woods 

both in city and across the thanes. But later they could 

realize the greater strength of stone and started making 

bridge of stones. They still stand proudly in Europe . 



                    QUESTIONS                   ANSWERS 

Describe the famous London bridge. 

 

One of the famous bridges , London bridge was built 

around the year 1200 . For six hundred years , stood 

quaint houses , bookshops and taverns over there. 

Is the song “London bridge is falling down true”? 

 

The song “London bridge is falling down” was some 

time true because the bridge did collapse many times. 

Describe how the bridges came to be built longer and 

stronger? 

 

When trade grew bigger and bridges became more 

important iron and steel being the newest  discoveries , 

replaced the stone as bridge building materials . This 

made it possible to make longer and stronger bridges . 

How had Stephenson , experimented with bridge 

building ? 

 

Stephenson like many other engineers , had experiment 

with bridge building . He had built a railway bridge over 

the Menai straits in the shape of an iron tunnel , 

supported upon very tall stone pillars . But the plan of 

the Britannia bridge was not so popular . 

How did that unfortunate event of many soldiers 

drowning , happen in France ? 

 

In France , once a regiment of soldiers was marching 

across a bridge . their regular marching steps caused 

violent swinging movement that led to the supports 

giving way. Many soldiers were drowned in that 

unfortunately .  

Give example of how a fierce gale can be disastrous for 

bridges? 

 

Jay bridge of Scotland was designed in such a way 

where not much attention was given to the fact that it 

gets stormy wind . One unfortunate night , part of the 

bridge fell due to wild storm in December 1879 . With it 

fell a train carrying 73 passengers  . 

 


